A new measurement of the elastic scattering of 250-GeV/e negative pions by electrons provides form-factor results from 0.0368&q~& 0.0940 (Gev/c)2. These measurements determine the mean square pion radius to be (r~~) = 0. 
determine the mean square pion radius to be (r~~) = 0.439 + 0.030 fm' or (r~~) 'I~= numerous electron-proton elastic-scattering experiments have determined the proton electromagnetic radius by determining the slope of the form factor in the limit of zero momentum transfer:
(r') = -(6dF/dq'), =, .
A world average" gives y& = 0.814+ 0.015 fm. The difficulty in achieving a reliable theoretical understanding of this result has motivated a search for simpler systems to study. Fig. 1 .
To obtain the differential g-e elastic-scattering cross section a series of corrections were applied. No corrections were required for misidentified event vertices [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The largest correction [(12.8+ 0. 3)%%uo to (18.4+ 0.4)%%ug] accounts for the radiative tail in the E& distribution [ Fig.  1(c) ]. The photon-energy cut was varied from 8 to 36 GeV to test its effect on the value of y "no significant effect was found. The tail of the X' distribution [ Fig. 1(b) Fig. 2(a) . The 2583 (3895) 2184 (3150) 1738 (2440) 1496 (2069) 1238 (1716) 953 (1342) 873 (1255) 658 (978) 569 (886} 454 (747) 383 (662) 328 (607) 256 (483) 232 (432) 123 The present results (F2) can be combined with the two earlier elastic-scattering experiments (S, Fl) . Figure 2(b) shows the square of the form factor obtained in these three experiments. A fit by the pole form was made to the 56 data, points utilizing the full error matrix from each experiment. The result is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 2(b) and corresponds to r, '=0. 405 +0.024 fm with a, y of 51.0 for 55 degrees of freedom. Detailed results are given in Table II for each individual experiment and for their combination. If the constraint of~F ,~' =1 at q'=0 is removed, the overall fit to the three experiments yields z, '= 0.454~0 .067 fm' with fitted valuẽ F,~' = 1.021+ 0.027 at q' = 0 and )(' probability 62%.
The y' value is indicative of a very good overall fit to the three experiments as is evident in Fig. 2 (b) '-x~'=0. 16 
